**Pre-Pressed Axles**

**TIME-SAVING SOLUTIONS | FIRST OF NEW LINE FOR TOYOTA TRUCKS**

**PROBLEM:**
Replacing a worn wheel bearing usually requires a time-consuming procedure with a shop press.

**FIX:**
This Dorman OE FIX loaded axle includes all critical components already assembled for a fast, simple, safe install.

**Upgraded Harmonic Balancer**

**IMPROVES ORIGINAL DESIGN**

**PROBLEM:**
The original equipment plastic harmonic balancer on certain Ford sedans has an unusual design that frequently cracks and fails.

**FIX:**
This Dorman OE FIX harmonic balancer is made of welded steel for greater durability and finished in black paint for corrosion resistance.

**Air Suspension Compressor Case**

**IMPROVES RELIABILITY**

**PROBLEM:**
Water, road debris and other environmental contaminants can damage the vehicle’s suspension air compressor.

**FIX:**
This Dorman OE FIX protective case shields the compressor to extend its lifespan. Made of tough aluminum, it includes hardware to install over the factory compressor, or on Dorman’s 949-356 replacement. Note: Dorman’s 949-356XD already comes with case included!

**All products available starting September 2020.**
Get more details at [dormanproducts.com](http://dormanproducts.com)
## NEW MUST-SEE SOLUTIONS

### Frame Rail Repair
**PROBLEM:** Repairing a rusted frame with original equipment usually requires a complete frame replacement.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX frame repair kit allows for simpler replacement of just the failed section with heavy-gauge steel.

**999-998**
Ford F-150 2008-04

### Coil Spring Bracket
**PROBLEM:** When a coil spring bracket breaks or corrodes on a Jeep, it often means fabricating a difficult repair in place.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX spring mount allows repair of the rusted axle housing section and mount.

**926-083**
Jeep Grand Cherokee 2004-99

### Sun Visor
**Ideal replacement - this sun visor matches the fit and appearance of a damaged or missing original equipment visor**

**74216**
Nissan Pathfinder 2019-13

### Hood Latch
**Direct replacement - this hood latch assembly matches the fit and function of the original equipment latch**

**820-341**
Toyota Camry 2017-15

### Radiator Fan Relay
**Ideal replacement - this cooling fan relay matches the function of the original relay on specified vehicle years, makes and models**

**921-301**
Ram 2019-14

### Coil Spring Bracket
**PROBLEM:** When a coil spring bracket breaks or corrodes on a Jeep, it often means fabricating a difficult repair in place.

**FIX:** This Dorman OE FIX spring mount allows repair of the rusted axle housing section and mount.

**926-083**
Jeep Grand Cherokee 2004-99

### Window Lift Gear Kit
**Convenient replacement - restores power window operation when the original gear has become stripped**

**747-413**
Mazda 2015-03

### GM Driver Side Rear Outer Door Pillar Trim Applique
**Warped, cracked and missing pillar trims can take away from your vehicle’s appearance. This replacement door pillar trim matches the fit and finish of the factory trim and includes all new mounting hardware for a secure installation.**

**926-245**

### Seat Cushion Assembly
**Replace a worn or ripped seat with our factory matching replacement seat bottom. This complete assembly matches the exact color and texture of the original seat complete with high-quality durable foam insert and mounting brackets.**

**926-852**
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